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A MATRIX  METHOD FOR ELASTIC WAVE PROBLEMS 
BY L. ]~NOPOFF 
ABSTRACT 
The solution to problems of elastic wave propagation i multilayered media, in which each 
layer is homogeneous and where the ensemble of layers has physical properties that vary on]y 
with one coordinate, may be given as the quotient of products of matrices. In the case of SH 
waves, the matrices are of order two; in the case of P-SV waves the matrices are of order four. 
The individual matrix elements are themselves determinants of order two or four in the two 
cases. The solution is obtained by means of Laplace's development by minors. 
The solution to problems of wave propagation i  inhomogeneous media in which 
the inhomogeneity varies with only one coordinate is much simplified if we consider 
the problems of wave propagation in a medium consisting of a large number of 
homogeneous layers. The homogeneous layers are taken to approximate the in- 
homogeneous medium as closely as desired. The eigenfunctions in homogeneous 
media can be written much more simply than those for inhomogeneous media. 
In compensation for the gain in simplicity of the elementary solutions, one 
must now solve a large number of simultaneous equations with a correspondingly 
large number of unknowns. This problem, too, has been overcome with the applica- 
tion of large computational equipment, at least for specific models of the inhomo- 
geneities. 
The solution to the problems of wave propagation i  such inhomogeneous media 
cart be expressed as the solution to a number of simultaneous equations, each ex- 
pressing the values of the appropriate lementary solutions at the boundaries be- 
tween adjacent layers. The solution to the simultaneous equations can be written in 
terms of a number of determinants constructed from the equations; it merely re- 
mains to evaluate the appropriate determinants. 
When the number of layers becomes large, the order of the determinantal equa- 
tions for the solution for plane harmonic waves becomes large. In the case of waves 
in a medium consisting of N layers overlying a half-space and underlying a void, 
the determinants are of order 2N -k 1 for scalar (SH) elastic waves and 4N -k 2 
for vector (P and SV)  elastic waves. These determinants become cumbersome even 
for moderate values of N. Hence some method of decomposition of the determinants 
is appropriate. Since the determinants are mostly diagonal, the decomposition is
not difficult. The evaluation of the determinai~ts can then be represented as a 
product of matrices. The advantages of using matrix representations in lengthy 
computer operations is evident since subroutines for matrix manipulation are in 
most computer libraries. 
One procedm'e for the matrix manipulation of elastic wave problems has been 
devised by Thomson (1950) and corrected and elaborated by Haskell (1953). In this 
paper, an alternative matrix procedure for determinautal decomposition and solu- 
tion is presented which is appropriate to machine computation. 
We consider first the case of scalar (SH) waves in a medium consisting of N 
fiat homogeneous layers overlying a half-space and underlying a void. We order 
the interfaces z0, z~, • • • zN. Let the soluti:m f,;: the displacement in the nth layer 
be 
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Un = (--1)nan exp i ( kx  + v,~z -- ~t) + (--1)nbn exp i ( kx  -- vb~z -- ~t) 
where lc 2 --~ ~n 2 "~- O~2/~n 2. ~n is the shear wave velocity in the nth layer. If we apply 
the conditions for continuity of displacement and shear stress at the boundary z~0, 
we obtain the equations 
an exp (i~nZ~) + b~ exp (--i~?nZn) -~ an+l exp (i~?n+lZn) 
"~- bn+l exp ( -- iy~+lZn) = 0 
y~pna~ exp (ivnz,~) -- #n~lnbn exp (--i~?,~Zn) 
~- #n+l~?n+lan+l exp (i~,~+lz,,) - -  ~?~+lun+lb,~+l exp (--iVn+IZ~) = 0 
(1) 
where u~ is the shear modulus in the nth layer. Let the source of motion be located 
in the half-space, and let the incident waves be 
(o c( -  1) x exp i ( kx  VN+lZ ~t) UN+I  ~ - -  - -  
where the medium occupies the region z0 < z < ~. The equation expressing the 
boundary condition at zN is 
aN exp ivN ZN -~- bN exp ( -- ivN ZN) + aN+l exp iVN+~ zN = c exp ( --inN+~ z) 
UNnNaN exp i~NZN - -  U~vVNbN exp (--i~?NZ~) + ~'+l~+laN+l exp ( in~+lzN) 
= -- UN+lVN+lC exp ( -- i~?N+lZN) 
The solution for any of the coefficients a,~, b~ can be expressed as a quotient of 
two determinants of order 2N + 1. The denominator determinant is 
A -- 
771 - -  71  
F(1) 1 - -  
I F(2) 
y(a) 
F(N-1) I 
F(N) ~_~ 
(2) 
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where the 2 X 4 mlbmatrix F (~) is 
F(n) = I exp i~?ndn exp -- i~ndn 1 1 )  
I*~ V,, exp ivnd,~ --~,, Vn exp (--iv,~dn) U~+l g}n+l --Ira4-1 "g}n~-I ' 
dr, ~-  Zn - -  Zn--1 ; 
all the other elements not expressly specified are zero. The first three columns of 
p(N) are included in A. The numerator determinant for the coefficient a~ has the 
column 2n - 1 replaced by the column 
o l 0 
0 c exp -- i(w+l ZN --~,, Z~) 
1 
- -~N+I  ~N+I J  
For coefficients bn the above column matrix is substituted in the 2nth column; 
the sign of the exponent of the second exponential multiplier in the column matrix 
is altered. 
LOVE WAVES 
If we set A = 0, we obtain the eigenvalue quation for surface waves. In this 
section we decompose the determinant A. Consider the typical matrix section F (~) 
composed of the non-zero elements of two rows of the larger matrix. We construct the 
matrix T (~) from F (n). The individual matrix element T~ ) is itself u determinant of
order two, so constructed that it uses as the first column of the determinant the 
ith column of the first two columns of F (~) and as its second column, the jth column 
of the last two columns of F ('), i = 1, 2 ; j  = 1, 2. Thus 
t 1 1 T ~n) T(~)  Pn ~n Dn+l ~n+l 
= -~ = 1 1 
--/-~n~n Pn+l ~n+l 
exp iv~ d~ 1 1 exp i~ d~ \ 
~n ~n --~n+l ~n+l ) exp (--iw d~) 1 1 exp ( - iw  d~ 
- -Ne ~n --Nn+l ~n+l 
We further define the related matrix 
/ re(n) 
= _ .  = T(O)/,,/ \ -L12 - -  
(a) 
The barred notation implies that if i = 1, ~ -- 2, etc. The negative signs are intro- 
duced here to take account of negative cofactors that arise later. Thus ~ is, by 
Laplace's development by minors (Dickson, 1914), 
A = T (°) Tx 9) T (2) T (2)- " T (~-1) T (N) (4) 
where T~ °) = ~1, T~ °) = -- vl and where the repeated subscripts imply summation 
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over the values 1, 2; x,~ = l, 2. The last multiplier in eq. (4) is either T !'~) '~'('~) ~XN2 or  lXN1 
according as N is even or odd. The zeros of eq. (4) are found by assuming trial 
values of k (~), substituting for w~ from (1) into (4) and obtaining trial values of 
A. The values of k(w) corresponding to zero crossings of A are obtained by standard 
techniques. We may rewrite (4), dropping the subscripts to obtain 
A = T(° )~ ' (1 )T (2)T(3) . . .  T (x - I )T  (N) (5 )  
The solution is thus seen to be a product of matrices. 
If k is given, then the angle of incidence of the incident wave in region N q- 1 
is known, and the denominator determinant (5) has been evaluated as a first step 
in the computation of the coefficients a~, b~. 
The procedure is a useful computation scheme, since matrix multiplication of 
second-order matrices is quite elementary; the matrix elements are given in eq. 
(3). 
TRE DISPLACEMENT COEFF IC IENTS -SH WAVES 
If we replace the 2nth column by the inhomogeneous column, the determinant 
is no longer almost diagonal. However, by the usual Laplacian development, we 
may write 
rF(0 ) T(1)  T(2)  rp (n -1)  ~)( r~)~(n+l)  ~(N)  c 
= _ (T(O)~(~)T(2) . . .  ~(n-~))R<,~)R(~+I) . . .  R(N)c exp i(v,~z,~ - -  2VN+lZN) 
rp(n 2-1) where as before, the last element in the summed part of the numerator ~,~2 may 
rp(n--1) be ~w,~ according as n is odd or even. The last element in A, the denominator, 
may be T (-~-) T (~> • 2 or :N*, as N is even or odd. The multiplicative factors R (p> are the 
determinants of order two obtained from the last two columns of P(v): 
R(~) 1 1 
= = - -  2~?p+1 . 
~tp+l ~p+l  --~tp~-i 7~p+l 
In a similar way, if we replace the (2n -- 1)th column by the inhomogeneous 
column, the usual Laplacian development methods lead to 
anA = (T(°)T(-~)- T(2) rp(n-1)~)(n)]~(n+l) " " R(N)C  eip i (~z~ - -  2~+~zN) \~W I ~WlW2~2~t~3 " • • ~Wn_l l )~,~ ~,J 
(6) 
= (T(~)T(1)T(2) . . .  ~(n-1))R(n)R(n+l) . . .  R(N)c exp i(VnZ,~ - -  2W+lZ~) 
with the usual admonitions regarding terminating the matrix products. In the cases 
for the solutions for al, b~, the parenthesized xpressions are simply T~ °) and T~ °) 
respectively. 
VECTOR WAVES 
Let the solutions for the displacement in the nth layer be 
u(~) 0~ (~) . 0¢(~) 
x - -  
Ox Oz 
u~n) O~ (~) 0¢(n) 
Oz Oz 
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where 
( - -1 ) "¢  (n) = a~ exp i ( kx  + ~nz - -  wt) + cn exp i ( kx  - -  ~.z - -  o~t) 
( - -1 ) '~  (") = b~ exp i@x + wz  - -  o~t) + d~ exp i ( kx  - -  VnZ - -  o~t) 
and where tc 2 + ~2 = Wpn/(X~ + 2U.) and W is defined in (1). 
I f  we apply the usual boundary conditions for contimlity of normal stress and 
displacement across boundaries then the analogue to equation (2) is 
~ 1 )  
A(2) 
A(3) 
AR 
A(N-1) I 
A (N) 
(7) 
where the non-zero elements only are pictured; the 4 X 8 matr ix A (~) is 
f 
A(~) = ][(x~ 
~ei[ndn --~?n e -i~ndn ke -i~ndn 
~n e i~ndn ke ivndn --~n e -i~ndn 
+ 2tzn) ~,~2 + k,~ ke] e i~nd,~ 2u. km~ ei%~I. [ (X.,~ + 2~n) ~,~2 + X,~ k2] e-i~ndn 
2#~ kf,~ e 4r'Jz'~ g~(k ~ -- fn e) e inndn -- 2#,~ kf,~ e -i[ndn 
~n e -i%dn ]~ --~n+l 
ke-i~ndn ~'n+l ]¢ 
-2~. kn,~ e-i'~d" [(X~+~ + 2~+1) f~+~ + X~_~ k2] 2~+~ k,~+~ 
u,~(k,? -- ~,?) e -~'~t" 2~.+~ k~,+~ ~.+!(k ~- ~,+~) 
k V,~+I ) 
- f,,+~ k I 
[(Xn+l .3f- 2~tn+l ) ~2n+ 1 -~ )xn+ 1 ]~2] __2~n+ 1 ~7~n~_ 1 
(S) 
and where A (°) is the 2 X 4 matr ix formed of the last four columns and the two 
lowest rows of (8) with n = 0 and where A (~) is given to the extent of the first six 
columns of (8). 
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~(n)  We construct he matrix F (~) from A (n). The individual matrix element ,. ~ is 
itself a determinant of order four, so constructed that  it uses, as the first two columns 
of the determinants, two of the first four columns of A (n) and as the last two columns 
of the determinants wo of the last four columns of A (n). There are six possible values 
of i j :  12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 34. The same possible values of kl exist. Thus the permissible 
values of i j  form a triangular matrix. 
F (n) 
i j k l  = 
F (n) F (n) F (n) 
0 12kl  13kl  14k l  
F (n) F (n) 0 0 2~ ~4~ 
F(n) 0 0 0 ~4~ 
0 0 0 0 
(3) 
and similar triangular matrices can be written for other combinations of kl. In  
F(~) F(n) addition we define the related matrix T~k~ derived from ~jk~. Values of i j  cor- 
responding to those given above are represented in the triangular matrix 
F (n) 
¥~kl 
0 F (n) F (n) F (n) 34kz - 2~k~ 23k~ 
0 0 F(n) v(~)  14k/ - -1 '  1.3kl 
0 0 0 . (n )  t '  12kl  
0 0 0 0 
and a similar operation defines F (n) ~'(~) ~ji~. We may have a term such as • ~7 arising 
from a doubled interchange of the type specified above; for example 
F.(n) ~( , )  
1334 ~ - - t '  2412 = - -  
k k ~,~+l k 
2~ k~ --2t~,~ k~,~ (X~+, 2~n~1) ~-~+l h~+~ k s 2~1 k~+l 
t,,~(k ~- ~j) ~(k 2 - ~,?) 2~,~+~ k ,,~+~ ~(k  ~ - ~,~+~) 
Then, if AR is to vanish, a condition for surface waves, we write 
= ~YlY2  Y3Y4YsY6 Y5Y6Y7Y8 " " " LY2N-3Y2N- -2Y2N- - lY2~ l '  Y2hr_ lY2N12 
= T(0)  ~(1)  F(2) F(3) . . .  /~(~- 1) F(~) = 0 
(10) 
Depending upon evenness or oddness of N, the last two subscripts in F (~) may be 
either 12 or 34. The matrix T~ ) is derived from A ° in the same way as T (n) is derived 
from 1 ~(n). The expression (10) is appropriate for numerical procedures involving 
matrix multiplications. 
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DISPLACEMENT COEFFICIENTS: P -  SV WAVES 
Let the source of plane waves be located in the half-sl~ace z > z, and let the po- 
tential of an incident P wave be 
(~N÷I) = E(_ I )~ ~ exp i ( l~x  - -  ¢~+lz - -  ~t )  
The column matrix representing the source is 
0 
0 
0 
• . . rEe -~+~N 
k 
(~+~ + 2~+1) ~+~ + ~,~÷~ k 2 
2aN+l k~N+l 
The factor r is (e  -ih~'~, e -~ ' '~ ,  e ih~'~, e ~'~'~) according as  we solve for (a , ,  b~,  
c~, d.). In the case of incident SV waves the potential function for the inedent 
wave is 
~ (~+l) _- G(_ I )N  exp i ( kx  - -  ~?~÷iz - -  oJl) 
then the column matrix representing the source is 
o 1 
0 
0 
"O~v+l 
k 
--2#N+I k~;N+i 
~+1 (k 2 - ~+~) 
7.Ge-~v~v. lZN 
These column matrices are then inserted as replacements in the appropriate 
columns of (7). Then by the usual methods we obtain 
~Ran ~-  - -~  w1w 2 w lw2w~w4 w3w4w5w6. . .  _ • , 
= - (T(°)I?(1)F(~) . . . F(n-I~)S(*~)S(~+11 
• exp  ( - - i~v+~z~ - -  i~z , , )  
. . .  S(~v-~)S(N)E 
, exp ( -¢~z ,~ - l~'.z.) 
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.where, as before, the last indices in the  summed parts  of the  numerator  te rm 
~(n--l) 
F (~-~) m~y be ~_~, i2  accord ing as n is even  or odd. The  mul t ip l i ca t ive  factors 
S (~) are the determinants  of order  four obta ined  f rom the last four  co lumns of A(P): 
k -vp+l k ~ 1 
S(p) = 
2 ks (~p+l + 2~p+i)~+1  Xp+1 k s --2~+1 k~p+l (;Xp+l -~- 2/zp+0fv+l -}- kp+l 2ttp+l k~?~,,1 
2Up+l k~'p+l ttp+l(k 2 -- ~'2+1) --2P, p+l k~'p+, /..tp+l(]~ 2 -- ~'2+1) 
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